. Aligned sequences of B. canadensis peptides for collagen I alpha 1 and alpha 2. Sequences highlighted in blue were identified for the first time in this study. Sequences highlighted in yellow were found only in the 2009 study.
1 Sequences highlighted in green were identified in both the current and the 2009 study. 
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However, (+30.02) is the mass shift of an A>T substitution, which is consistent with the PEAKS identification. Further, assigning the (+30.02) mass shift to the Gly residue would result in a sequence of SAAGLP, which violates the G-X-Y motif of collagen. Therefore, we interpret this mass shift as an indication of a threonine residue as identified in PEAKS. (20141017_Brachy_G_02.RAW; Scan #2381). Figure S16 . Annotated spectra of a new collagen I alpha 2 peptide of B. canadensis identified in this study. Blue highlight denotes hydroxylation of a proline residue. Byonic originally identified this sequence as G(+30.01484)AAGL […] . However, this spectra is identical to another identified in both PEAKS and Byonic (Scan #2381, see above) that was identified as GATGLP […] in PEAKS. The (+30.02) mass shift is consistent with an A>T substitution, and assigning the (+30.02) mass shift to the Gly residue would result in a sequence of SAAGLP, which violates the G-X-Y motif of collagen. Therefore, we interpret this mass shift as an indication of a threonine residue as identified for spectra #2381 in PEAKS. 
